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KEY=AT - GUNNER SANTOS
INTERPRETING LGBT HISTORY AT MUSEUMS AND HISTORIC SITES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Pub Incorporated LGBT individuals and families are increasingly visible in popular culture and local
communities; their struggles for equality appear regularly in news media.Interpreting LGBT History at Museums and Historic Sites
provides a straightforward, accessible guidebook for museum and history professionals as they embark on such worthy eﬀorts.

INTERPRETING LGBT HISTORY AT MUSEUMS AND HISTORIC SITES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld LGBT individuals and families are increasingly visible in popular culture and local communities; their struggles
for equality appear regularly in news media. Interpreting LGBT History at Museums and Historic Sites provides a straightforward,
accessible guidebook for museum and history professionals as they embark on such worthy eﬀorts.
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INTERPRETING DIFFICULT HISTORY AT MUSEUMS AND HISTORIC SITES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Interpreting Diﬃcult History at Museums and Historic Sites is framed by educational psychoanalytic theory
and positions museum workers, public historians, and museum visitors as learners. Through this lens, museum workers and public
historians can develop compelling and ethical representations of historical individuals, communities, and populations who have
suﬀered. It includes various examples of diﬃcult knowledge, detailed examples of speciﬁc interpretation methods, and will give
readers an in-depth explanation of the psychoanalytic educational theories behind the methodologies. Audiences can more
responsibly and productively engage in learning histories of oppression and trauma when they are in measured and sensitive museum
learning environments and public history venues. To learn more, check out the website here: http://interpretingdiﬃculthistory.com/

INTERPRETING NATIVE AMERICAN HISTORY AND CULTURE AT MUSEUMS AND HISTORIC SITES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Interpreting Native American History and Culture at Museums and Historic Sites features ideas and suggested
best practices for the staﬀ and board of museums that care for collections of Native material culture, and who work with Native
American culture, history, and communities. This resource gives museum and history professionals benchmarks to help shape
conversations and policies designed to improve relations with Native communities represented in the museum. The book includes
case studies from museums that are purposefully working to incorporate Native people and perspectives into all aspects of their work.
The case study authors share experiences, hoping to inspire other museum staﬀ to reach out to tribes to develop or improve their own
interpretative processes. Examples from tribal and non-tribal museums, and partnerships between tribes and museums are explored
as models for creating deep and long lasting partnerships between museums and the tribal communities they represent. The case
studies represent museums of diﬀerent sizes, diﬀerent missions, and located in diﬀerent regions of the country in an eﬀort to address
the unique history of each location. By doing so, it inspires action among museums to invite Native people to share in the interpretive
process, or to take existing relationships further by sharing authority with museum staﬀ and board.

INTERPRETING AGRICULTURE AT MUSEUMS AND HISTORIC SITES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Interpreting Agriculture in Museums and Historic Sites orients readers to major themes in agriculture and
techniques in education and interpretation that can help you develop humanities-based public programming that enhance agricultural
literacy. Case studies illustrate the ways that local research can help you link your history organization to compelling local, national
(even international) stories focused on the multidisciplinary topic. That ordinary plow, pitch fork, and butter paddle can provide the
tangible evidence of the story worth telling, even if the farm land has disappeared into subdivisions and agriculture seems as remote
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as the nineteenth century. Other topics include discussion of alliances between rural tourism and community-supported agriculture,
farmland conservation and stewardship, heritage breed and seed preservation eﬀorts, and antique tractor clubs. Any of these can
become indispensable partners to history organizations searching for a new interpretive theme to explore and new partners to
engage.

INTERPRETING SLAVERY AT MUSEUMS AND HISTORIC SITES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld This book moves the ﬁeld forward in its collective conversation about the interpretation of
slavery—acknowledging the criticism of the past and acting in the present to develop an inclusive interpretation of slavery.

PUBLIC FACES, SECRET LIVES
A QUEER HISTORY OF THE WOMEN'S SUFFRAGE MOVEMENT
NYU Press "Over one hundred years ago, women organized to ﬁght for a federal suﬀrage amendment. But many suﬀragists were
ﬁghting for much more than the vote. The suﬀrage movement included individuals who represented a wide range of genders and
sexualities. It also included a variety of queer relationships. But, suﬀrage leaders concerned with presenting a respectable public
image concealed the queerness of the suﬀrage movement. This resulted in greater policing of suﬀragist behavior as suﬀrage leaders,
many of them queer themselves, publicly conformed to gendered views of acceptable appearance and behavior. The problematic
eﬀect was to erase the queer history of the movement. Instead suﬀrage leaders reinforced a patriarchal, heteronormative, cisgender
standard of ideal femininity in order to make suﬀragists and women's suﬀrage more palatable to the public. The legacy of queer
suﬀragists, however, could not be so easily erased. This book explores how queer women led the suﬀrage movement while
challenging heteronormative concepts of domesticity, family, space, and death in both subtly subversive and radically transformative
ways. This book also highlights the alliances that queer suﬀragists built and the innovative strategies they developed to protect and
preserve their most intimate relationships - relationships that were ultimately crucial to the success of the suﬀrage movement"--

SEX, KNOWLEDGE, AND RECEPTIONS OF THE PAST
OUP Oxford Sex: how should we do it, when should we do it, and with whom? How should we talk about and represent sex, what
social institutions should regulate it, and what are other people doing? Throughout history human beings have searched for answers
to such questions by turning to the past, whether through archaeological studies of prehistoric sexual behaviour, by reading
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Casanova's memoirs, or as modern visitors on the British Museum LGBT trail. In this ground-breaking collection, leading scholars show
that claims about the past have been crucial in articulating sexual morals, driving political, legal, and social change, shaping individual
identities, and constructing and grounding knowledge about sex. With its interdisciplinary perspective and its focus on the
construction of knowledge, the volume explores key methodological problems in the history of sexuality, and is also an inspiration and
a provocation to scholars working in related ﬁelds - historians, classicists, Egyptologists, and scholars of the Renaissance and of LGBT
and gender studies - inviting them to join a much-needed interdisciplinary conversation.

INTERPRETING THE LEGACY OF WOMEN'S SUFFRAGE AT MUSEUMS AND HISTORIC SITES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld "This book is an invaluable guide for public historians and site practitioners who are responsible for
interpretation and education. The book begins with a chronological primer on the national and international history of the woman
suﬀrage movement"--

MUSEUMS
A HISTORY
Rowman & Littleﬁeld This comprehensive history of museums begins with the origins of collecting in prehistory and traces the
evolution of museums from grave goods to treasure troves, from the Alexandrian Temple of the Muses to the Renaissance cabinets of
curiosities, and onto the diverse array of modern institutions worldwide. The development of museums as public institutions is
explored in the context of world history with a special emphasis on the signiﬁcance of objects and collecting. The book examines how
the successful exportation of the European museum model and its international adaptations have created public institutions that are
critical tools in diverse societies for understanding the world. Rather than focusing on a specialized aspect of museum history, this
volume provides a comprehensive synthesis of museums worldwide from their earliest origins to the present. Museums: A History tells
the fascinating story of how museums respond to the needs of the cultures that create them. Readers will come away with an
understanding of: the comprehensive history of museums from prehistoric collections to the present the evolution of museums
presented in the context of world history the development of museums considered in diverse cultural contexts global perspective on
museums the object-centered history of museums museums as memory institutions A constant theme throughout the book is that
,useums have evolved to become institutions in which objects and learning are associated to help human beings understand the world
around them. Illustrations amplify the discussions.
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ART AND PUBLIC HISTORY
APPROACHES, OPPORTUNITIES, AND CHALLENGES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Art and Public History: Approaches, Opportunities, and Challenges provides public history practitioners and
academics with useful guidance on how art can be integrated into public history initiatives, through critical discussion of tools,
strategies, and technologies that contribute to collaboration and engagement across a variety of platforms.

INTERPRETING FOOD AT MUSEUMS AND HISTORIC SITES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Food is such a friendly topic that it’s often thought of as a “hook” for engaging visitors – a familiar way into
other topics, or a sensory element to round out a living history interpretation. But it’s more than just a hook – it’s a topic all its own,
with its own history and its own uncertain future, deserving of a central place in historic interpretation. With audiences more
interested in food than ever before, and new research in food studies bringing interdisciplinary approaches to this complicated but
compelling subject, museums and historic sites have an opportunity to draw new audiences and infuse new meaning into their food
presentations. You’ll ﬁnd: A comprehensive, thematic framework of key concepts that will help you contextualize food history
interpretations; A concise, evaluative review of the historiography of food interpretation; Case studies featuring the expression of
these themes in the real world of museum interpretation; and Best practices for interpreting food. Interpreting Food oﬀers a
framework for understanding the big ideas in food history, suggesting best practices for linking objects, exhibits and demonstrations
with the larger story of change in food production and consumption over the past two centuries – a story in which your visitors can see
themselves, and explore their own relationships to food. This book can help you develop food interpretation with depth and
signiﬁcance, making relevant connections to contemporary issues and visitor interests.

A LITTLE GAY HISTORY
DESIRE AND DIVERSITY ACROSS THE WORLD
Columbia University Press Documents the history of homosexuality and its representation in art, using objects from the British
Museum's collection that date from 9000 BC to the present to illustrate how same-sex love has always been a part of human history.
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INTERPRETING NAVAL HISTORY AT MUSEUMS AND HISTORIC SITES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Interpreting Naval History at Museums and Historic Sites demonstrates the broad appeal of naval themed
commemoration, centering on military aspects from both times of war and peace. Transcending place and time, naval history is
shaped into public forums for modern day consumption. These occurrences are not limited to just recent history, as can be seen in the
celebration of man’s long history of transforming bodies of water from barriers into opportunities. In addition, with the modern day
nation-state naval history is not just limited to areas near large bodies of water, as seen with landlocked states in the United States
sharing in a proud naval tradition. Examples of this included in the book are USS Arizona, BB-39, and USS Missouri, BB-63.) Naval
history is just one avenue, with sites marking the history of immigration, engineering technology, and architecture.. Naval history also
extends into lighthouses and port facility construction which are the background of a host of U.S. Generals in the U.S. Army with the
Army Corps of Engineers, which includes the Robert E. Lee. Using an international approach, the book illustrates the intersection of
the historical understanding of one’s place and naval traditions. Locating the boundaries, one ﬁnds both the depth and breath of the
topics linking (and dividing) water and man.

INTERPRETING THE PROHIBITION ERA AT MUSEUMS AND HISTORIC SITES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Interpreting the Prohibition Era at Museums and Historic Sites chronicles the rise and fall of one of the
greatest attempted reforms in American History. Why were Americans so worried about alcohol? Why did they seek to ban an entire
industry? How did those involved in the trade react? How did repeal come about? How should we remember the "noble crusade"?
Such questions are important, both for historians and museums who seek to interpret the Prohibition Era, as well as for the general
public who wants to know more about the Roaring Twenties and how it continues to shape the United States today. This captivating
guide will help interpreters explain the history of prohibition, its repeal, and its legacies. Case studies cover: · Breweries · Reformers ·
Women · Saloons, both before and after Prohibition · Gamblers and gumshoes This guide will help museum and history professionals
make sense of a complex story, relate the history and legacy of political pressure groups, and help learners think about the era in new
ways.

INTERPRETING AMERICAN MILITARY HISTORY AT MUSEUMS AND HISTORIC SITES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld While the lessons of the past are equally important today as when they ﬁrst occurred, the trouble lies in
making them accessible to modern-audiences. Interpreting American Military History at Museums and Historic Sites provides a guide
to turning those important American military moments into relevant and captivating experiences. The book acts as a primer for those
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unfamiliar with academic trends of the last forty years. Through current interpretive methods and case studies, readers will gain an
understanding of how to take this information and create programs, interpretive media, outreach strategies, and mission goals that
are relevant to the public and the institution charged with serving them.

PLUNDERED SKULLS AND STOLEN SPIRITS
INSIDE THE FIGHT TO RECLAIM NATIVE AMERICA'S CULTURE
University of Chicago Press Introduction -- Resistance: war gods -- Only after night fall -- Keepers of the sky -- Magic relief -- Tribal
resolution -- All things will eat themselves up -- This far away -- Regret: a scalp from Sand Creek -- I have come to kill Indians -- The
Bones Bill -- We are going back home -- Indian trophies -- Ac.35b -- A wound of the soul -- Reluctance: killer whale ﬂotilla robe -Masterless things -- Chief Shakes -- Johnson v. Chilkat Indian Village -- Cranes' last stand -- The weight was heavy -- Our culture is not
dying -- Respect: Calusa skulls -- The hardest cases -- Long since completely disappeared -- Unidentiﬁable -- Their place of
understanding -- Timeless limbo -- Before we just gave up -- Conclusion

INTERPRETING AMERICAN JEWISH HISTORY AT MUSEUMS AND HISTORIC SITES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Interpreting American Jewish History at Museums and Historic Sites begins with a broad overview of American
Jewish history in the context of a religious culture than extends back more than 3,000 years and which manifests itself in a variety of
distinctive American forms. Five chapters examine key themes in American Jewish history: movement, home life, community,
prejudice, and culture. Each thematic chapter is followed by a series of case studies that describe and analyze a variety of projects by
historical organizations to interpret American Jewish life and culture for general public audiences. The last two chapters of the book
are a history of Jewish collections and Jewish museums in North America and a look at “next practice,” intended to promote
continuous innovation, new thinking, and programming that is responsive to ever-changing circumstances.

INTERPRETING SLAVERY WITH CHILDREN AND TEENS AT MUSEUMS AND HISTORIC SITES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld This book shows how museums can create holistic, informative, and safe programming about slavery for
children and young adults. Museums and historic sites that present a more accurate, inclusive slavery interpretation, draw more
diverse visitors and enlighten those who already visit.
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INTERPRETING IMMIGRATION AT MUSEUMS AND HISTORIC SITES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Interpreting Immigration at Museums and Historic Sites draws from the collective learning of the forty
museums and historic sites that make up the Immigration and Civil Rights Network of the International Coalition of Sites of
Conscience. Members of the Network have developed interpretive approaches that tap the power of place and history to open new
dialogue on diﬃcult subjects in a wide variety of contexts. The title considers the questions: How can museums use their collections
and key stories as starting points for audience engagement around immigration past and present? How can museums move beyond
the "we are a nation of immigrants" narrative - a narrative that does not resonate for all audiences? How can museums make
opportunities for safe, open dialogue on immigration accessible to all stakeholders including both new immigrants and receiving
communities? Interpreting Immigration includes strategies for the design, implementation, marketing and sustaining of programs that
help visitors use the lens of history to address contemporary immigration issues and provides: Case studies from eight regionally
diverse institutions including ethnic identity museums, immigration museums and local history sites Piloted and evaluated
immigration program designs including models for exhibit development, art-based interpretation, school programs, adult programs
and neighborhood walking tours Audience building strategies A tested evaluation toolkit for measuring institutional success Lessons
learned through the National Dialogues on Immigration Project, a cross-regional series of public programs designed to spark a national
conversation on critical immigration topics like citizenship, American identity, border control, freedom of movement, and civil liberties.

INTERPRETING RELIGION AT MUSEUMS AND HISTORIC SITES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Interpreting Religion at Museums and Historic Sites encourages readers to consider the history of religion as
integral to American culture and provides a practical guide for any museum to include interpretation of religious traditions in its
programs and exhibits.

INTERPRETING ANNIVERSARIES AND MILESTONES AT MUSEUMS AND HISTORIC SITES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Interpreting Anniversaries and Milestones at Museums and Historic Sites is an invaluable resource for a wide
range of cultural organizations that are attempting to plan an historical anniversary celebration or commemoration, including
museums, churches, cities, libraries, colleges, arts organizations, science centers, historical societies, and historic house museums. As
you plan a milestone anniversary for your institution, learn from what others have already accomplished in their own communities.
What worked? What didn’t work? And why? The book begins with an examination of why people are drawn to celebrating and
commemorating anniversaries in their own lives and in their communities, as well as the institutional beneﬁts of planning this type of
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programming. The rest of the book features case studies of speciﬁc institutions that have planned and executed an anniversary
celebration or commemoration. In-depth interviews with key staﬀ members involved in the planning process at each organization
provide the reader with ideas that can be adapted to their own celebrations, as well as pit-falls to avoid, funding opportunities,
marketing plans, and visitor response. Chapters are organized by the type of anniversary activity: · Signature Events · Programs and
Tours · Fundraising Campaigns · Exhibitions, Books and Documentaries · Audience Outreach and Community Involvement ·
Preservation · Partnerships · Commemorative Products and Souvenirs A wide range of sizes and types of organizations are
represented from across the country and around the world, including the Smithsonian National Museum of American History, The Andy
Warhol Museum, The Imperial War Museum, Mackinac State Historic Parks, Woodrow Wilson House, the National Corvette Museum,
Stan Hywet, Cincinnati Preservation Society, the Fort Wayne Children’s Zoo, the City of South Bend, and much more. Plans can be
scaled up or down, depending on your institution’s resources.

INTERPRETING AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORY AND CULTURE AT MUSEUMS AND HISTORIC SITES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld In this landmark guide, nearly two dozen essays by scholars, educators, and museum leaders suggest the
next steps in the interpretation of African American history and culture from the colonial period to the twentieth century at history
museums and historic sites. This diverse anthology addresses both historical research and interpretive methodologies, including
investigating church and legal records, using social media, navigating sensitive or diﬃcult topics, preserving historic places, engaging
students and communities, and strengthening connections between local and national history. Case studies of exhibitions, tours, and
school programs from around the country provide practical inspiration, including photographs of projects and examples of exhibit label
text. Highlights include: Amanda Seymour discusses the prevalence of "false nostalgia" at the homes of the ﬁrst ﬁve presidents and
oﬀers practical solutions to create a more inclusive, nuanced history. Dr. Bernard Powers reveals that African American church records
are a rich but often overlooked source for developing a more complete portrayal of individuals and communities. Dr. David Young,
executive director of Cliveden, uses his experience in reinterpreting this National Historic Landmark to identify four ways that people
respond to a history that has been too often untold, ignored, or appropriated—and how museums and historic sites can constructively
respond. Dr. Matthew Pinsker explains that historic sites may be missing a huge opportunity in telling the story of freedom and
emancipation by focusing on the underground railroad rather than its much bigger "upper-ground" counterpart. Martha Katz-Hyman
tackles the challenges of interpreting the material culture of both enslaved and free African Americans in the years before the Civil
War by discussing the furnishing of period rooms. Dr. Benjamin Filene describes three "micro-public history" projects that lead to new
ways of understanding the past, handling source limitations, building partnerships, and reaching audiences. Andrea Jones shares her
approach for engaging students through historical simulations based on the "Fight for Your Rights" school program at the Atlanta
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History Center. A exhibit on African American Vietnam War veterans at the Heinz History Center not only linked local and international
events, but became an award-winning model of civic engagement. A collaboration between a university and museum that began as a
local history project interpreting the Scottsboro Boys Trial as a website and brochure ended up changing Alabama law. A list of
national organizations and an extensive bibliography on the interpretation of African American history provide convenient gateways to
additional resources.

INTERPRETING THE ENVIRONMENT AT MUSEUMS AND HISTORIC SITES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Interpreting the Environment at Museums and Historic Sites is for anyone wants to become a better steward
of the environment and share lessons learned with others. The book provides a primer on “major problems” in researching about the
environment and re-focuses thinking about the environment to thinking from the perspective of place and time.

DISPOSSESSED LIVES
ENSLAVED WOMEN, VIOLENCE, AND THE ARCHIVE
University of Pennsylvania Press Vividly recounting the lives of enslaved women in eighteenth-century Bridgetown, Barbados, and
their conditions of conﬁnement through urban, legal, sexual, and representational power wielded by slave owners, authorities, and the
archive, Marisa J. Fuentes challenges how histories of vulnerable and invisible subjects are written.

REIMAGINING HISTORIC HOUSE MUSEUMS
NEW APPROACHES AND PROVEN SOLUTIONS
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Publishers Creating tours, school programs, and other interpretive activities at historic house museums are
among the most eﬀective ways to engage the public in the history of their community and yet many organizations fail to achieve their
potential. This guide describes the essential elements of successful interpretation: content, audience, and methods.

COMMUNITIES AND PLACE
A THEMATIC APPROACH TO THE HISTORIES OF LGBTQ COMMUNITIES IN THE UNITED STATES
Berghahn Books Lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ) people have established gathering spaces to ﬁnd
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acceptance, form social networks, and unify to resist oppression. Framing the emergence of queer enclaves in reference to place, this
volume explores the physical and symbolic spaces of LGBTQ Americans. Authors provide an overview of the concept of “place” and its
role in informing identity formation and community building. The book also includes interactive project prompts, providing
opportunities to practically apply topics and theories discussed in the chapters.

LIVING QUEER HISTORY
REMEMBRANCE AND BELONGING IN A SOUTHERN CITY
UNC Press Books Queer history is a living practice. Talk to any group of LGBTQ people today, and they will not agree on what story
should be told. Many people desire to celebrate the past by erecting plaques and painting rainbow crosswalks, but queer and trans
people in the twenty-ﬁrst century need more than just symbols—they need access to power, justice for marginalized people, spaces of
belonging. Approaching the past through a lens of queer and trans survival and world-building transforms history itself into a tool for
imagining and realizing a better future. Living Queer History tells the story of an LGBTQ community in Roanoke, Virginia, a small city
on the edge of Appalachia. Interweaving &8239;historical analysis, theory, and memoir, Gregory Samantha Rosenthal tells the story of
their own journey—coming out and transitioning as a transgender woman—in the midst of working on a community-based history
project that documented a multigenerational southern LGBTQ community. Based on over forty interviews with LGBTQ elders, Living
Queer History explores how queer people today think about the past and how history lives on in the present.

A MISPLACED MASSACRE
Harvard University Press On November 29, 1864, over 150 Native Americans, mostly women, children, and elderly, were
slaughtered in one of the most infamous cases of state-sponsored violence in U.S. history. Kelman examines how generations of
Americans have struggled with the question of whether the nation’s crimes, as well as its achievements, should be memorialized.

THE STORY OF SEXUAL IDENTITY
NARRATIVE PERSPECTIVES ON THE GAY AND LESBIAN LIFE COURSE
Oxford University Press This book assembles a diverse group of scholars working within a new, pathbreaking paradigm of sexual
science, fusing perspectives from history, sociology, and psychology. The contributors are united in their commitment to the idea of
"narrative" as central to the study of sexual identity, oﬀering an analytic approach to social science inquiry on sexual identity that
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restores the voices of sexual subjects. The result is a rich examination of lives in context, with an eye toward multiplicity and meaning
across the life course. Central to the chapters in this volume is the signiﬁcance of history, generation, and narrative in the provision of
a workable and meaningful conﬁguration of identity.

HOMOSEXUALITY IN MODERN FRANCE
Oxford University Press This volume explores the realities and representations of same-sex sexuality in France in the eighteenth,
nineteenth, and twentieth centuries, the period that witnessed the emergence of "homosexuality" in the modern sense of the word.
Based on archival research and textual analysis, the articles examine the development of homosexual subcultures and illustrate the
ways in which philosophes, pamphleteers, police, novelists, scientists, and politicians conceptualized same-sex relations and
connected them with more general concerns about order and disorder. The contributors--Elizabeth Colwill, Michael David Sibalis,
Victoria Thompson, William Peniston, Vernon Rosario II, Francesca Canade-Sautman, Martha Hanna, Robert A. Nye, and the editors
Bryant T. Ragan, Jr. and Jeﬀrey Merrick--use the methods of intellectual and cultural history, the history of science, literary studies,
legal and social history, and microhistory. This collection shows how the subject of homosexuality is related to important topics in
French history: the Enlightenment, the revolutionary tradition, social discipline, positivism, elite and popular culture, nationalism,
feminism, and the construction of identity. Given the role of gays and lesbians in modern French culture and the work of French
scholars on the history of sexuality, this collection ﬁlls an important gap in the literature and represents the ﬁrst attempt in any
language to explore this subject over three centuries from a variety of perspectives.

HIDE/SEEK
DIFFERENCE AND DESIRE IN AMERICAN PORTRAITURE
Smithsonian Institution An entirely new interpretation of modern American portraiture based on the history of sexual diﬀerence.
Hide/Seek: Diﬀerence and Desire in American Portraiture, companion volume to an exhibition of the same name at the National
Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, traces the deﬁning presence of same-sex desire in American portraiture through a seductive
selection of more than 140 full-color illustrations, drawings, and portraits from leading American artists. Arcing from the turn of the
twentieth century, through the emergence of the modern gay liberation movement in 1969, the tragedies of the AIDS epidemic, and
to the present, Hide/Seek openly considers what has long been suppressed or tacitly ignored, even by the most progressive sectors of
our society: the inﬂuence of gay and lesbian artists in creating American modernism. Hide/Seek shows how questions of gender and
sexual identity dramatically shaped the artistic practices of inﬂuential American artists such as Thomas Eakins, Romaine Brooks,
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Marsden Hartley, Georgia O'Keeﬀe, Charles Demuth, Jasper Johns, Robert Rauschenberg, Andrew Wyeth, Andy Warhol, Robert
Mapplethorpe, and many more—in addition to artists of more recent works such as Felix Gonzalez-Torres, Glenn Ligon, Catherine Opie,
and Cass Bird. The authors argue that despite the late-nineteenth-century deﬁnition and legal codiﬁcation of the “homosexual,” in
reality, questions of sexuality always remained ﬂuid and continually redeﬁned by artists concerned with the act of portrayal. In
particular, gay and lesbian artists—of but not fully in the society they portrayed—occupied a position of inﬂuential marginality, from
which vantage point they crafted innovative and revolutionary ways of painting portraits. Their resistance to society's attempt to
proscribe them forced them to develop new visual vocabularies by which to code, disguise, and thereby express their subjects'
identities—and also their own. Bringing together for the ﬁrst time new scholarship in the history of American sexuality and new
research in American portraiture, Hide/Seek charts the heretofore hidden impact of gay and lesbian artists on American art and
portraiture and creates the basis for the necessary reassessment of the careers of major American artists—both gay and straight—as
well as of portraiture itself.

CHARITY AND SYLVIA
A SAME-SEX MARRIAGE IN EARLY AMERICA
Oxford University Press Conventional wisdom holds that same-sex marriage is a purely modern innovation, a concept born of an
overtly modern lifestyle that was unheard of in nineteenth century America. But as Rachel Hope Cleves demonstrates in this eyeopening book, same-sex marriage is hardly new. Born in 1777, Charity Bryant was raised in Massachusetts. A brilliant and strongwilled woman with a clear attraction for her own sex, Charity found herself banished from her family home at age twenty. She spent
the next decade of her life traveling throughout Massachusetts, working as a teacher, making intimate female friends, and becoming
the subject of gossip wherever she lived. At age twenty-nine, still deﬁantly single, Charity visited friends in Weybridge, Vermont. There
she met a pious and studious young woman named Sylvia Drake. The two soon became so inseparable that Charity decided to rent
rooms in Weybridge. In 1809, they moved into their own home together, and over the years, came to be recognized, essentially, as a
married couple. Revered by their community, Charity and Sylvia operated a tailor shop employing many local women, served as
guiding lights within their church, and participated in raising their many nieces and nephews. Charity and Sylvia is the intimate history
of their extraordinary forty-four year union. Drawing on an array of original documents including diaries, letters, and poetry, Cleves
traces their lives in sharp detail. Providing an illuminating glimpse into a relationship that turns conventional notions of same-sex
marriage on their head, and reveals early America to be a place both more diverse and more accommodating than modern society
might imagine, Charity and Sylvia is a signiﬁcant contribution to our limited knowledge of LGBT history in early America.
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QUEERING THE MUSEUM
Routledge Queering the Museum develops a queer analysis of the ways in which museums construct themselves, their core business,
and their publics through the, often unconscious, use of inherited ways of knowing and doing. Providing a critique of both the practices
and conventions associated with the modern public museum, and the ontological assumptions that inform them, the authors consider
recent discourse around inclusion in museums and explore the ways this has been taken up in practice. Highlighting the limits of
particular approaches to inclusion, and the failure to move away from a traditional museological paradigm, the book outlines an
alternative critical museological approach that the authors refer to as ‘queer’. Providing readers with the critical tools necessary for a
profound rethinking of museum practice, the book also responds to and problematises the growing call for social inclusion. Queering
the Museum will appeal to academics, students, and museum and arts sector practitioners with an interest in critical theory or queer
practice. It will be of particular interest to those working in the ﬁelds of museum studies, sociology, archaeology, anthropology,
cultural studies, media, social policy, politics, philosophy, and history.

THE STONEWALL RIOTS
A DOCUMENTARY HISTORY
NYU Press On the occasion of its ﬁftieth anniversary, the most important moment in LGBTQ history—depicted by the people who
inﬂuenced, recorded, and reacted to it. June 28, 1969, Greenwich Village: The New York City Police Department, fueled by bigoted
liquor licensing practices and an omnipresent backdrop of homophobia and transphobia, raided the Stonewall Inn, a neighborhood gay
bar, in the middle of the night. The raid was met with a series of responses that would go down in history as the most galvanizing
period in this country's ﬁght for sexual and gender liberation: a riotous reaction from the bar's patrons and surrounding community,
followed by six days of protests. Across 200 documents, Marc Stein presents a unique record of the lessons and legacies of Stonewall.
Drawing from sources that include mainstream, alternative, and LGBTQ media, gay-bar guide listings, state court decisions, political
ﬂiers, ﬁrst-person accounts, song lyrics, and photographs, Stein paints an indelible portrait of this pivotal moment in the LGBT
movement. In The Stonewall Riots, Stein does not construct a neatly quilted, streamlined narrative of Greenwich Village, its people,
and its protests; instead, he allows multiple truths to ﬁnd their voices and speak to one another, much like the conversations you'd
expect to overhear in your neighborhood bar. Published on the ﬁftieth anniversary of the moment the ﬁrst brick (or shot glass?) was
thrown, The Stonewall Riots allows readers to take stock of how LGBTQ life has changed in the US, and how it has stayed the same. It
oﬀers campy stories of queer resistance, courageous accounts of movements and protests, powerful narratives of police repression,
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and lesser-known stories otherwise buried in the historical record, from an account of ball culture in the mid-sixties to a letter by Black
Panther Huey P. Newton addressed to his brothers and sisters in the resistance. For anyone committed to political activism and social
justice, The Stonewall Riots provides a much-needed resource for renewal and empowerment.

INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC HISTORY
INTERPRETING THE PAST, ENGAGING AUDIENCES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Introduction to Public History: Interpreting the Past, Engaging Audiences is a brief foundational textbook for
public history. It is organized around the questions and ethical dilemmas that drive public history in a variety of settings, from local
community-based projects to international case studies. This book is designed for use in undergraduate and graduate classrooms with
future public historians, teachers, and consumers of history in mind. The authors are practicing public historians who teach history and
public history to a mix of undergraduate and graduate students at universities across the United States and in international contexts.
This book is based on original research and the authors’ ﬁrst-hand experiences, oﬀering a fresh perspective on the dynamic ﬁeld of
public history based on a decade of consultation with public history educators about what they needed in an introductory textbook.
Each chapter introduces a concept or common practice to students, highlighting key terms for student review and for instructor
assessment of student learning. The body of each chapter introduces theories, and basic conceptual building blocks intermixed with
case studies to illustrate these points. Footnotes credit sources but also serve as breadcrumbs for instructors who might like to assign
more in-depth reading for more advanced students or for the purposes of lecture development. Each chapter ends with suggestions
for activities that the authors have tried with their own students and suggested readings, books, and websites that can deepen
student exposure to the topic.

THE DESIRING-IMAGE
GILLES DELEUZE AND CONTEMPORARY QUEER CINEMA
OUP USA The Desiring-Image redeﬁnes queer cinema as a kind of ﬁlmmaking that conveys sexuality and desire as fundamentally
ﬂuid for all people, exceeding familiar stories and themes in many LGBT movies.

THE LIFE AND AFTERLIFE OF GAY NEIGHBORHOODS
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RENAISSANCE AND RESURGENCE
Springer Nature This open access book examines the signiﬁcance of gay neighborhoods (or ‘gayborhoods’) from critical periods of
formation during the gay liberation and freedom movements of the 1960s and 1970s, to proven durability through the HIV/AIDS
pandemic during the 1980s and 1990s, to a mature plateau since 2000. The book provides a framework for contemplating the future
form and function of gay neighborhoods. Social and cultural shifts within gay neighborhoods are used as a framework for
understanding the decades-long struggle for LGBTQ+ rights and equality. Resulting from gentriﬁcation, weakening social stigma, and
enhanced rights for LGBTQ+ people, gay neighborhoods have recently become “less gay,” following a 50-year period of resilience.
Meanwhile, other neighborhoods are becoming “more gay,” due to changing preferences of LGBTQ+ individuals and a propensity for
LGBTQ+ families to form community in areas away from established gayborhoods. The current ‘plateau’ in the evolution of gay
neighborhoods is characterized by generational diﬀerences—between Baby Boom pioneers and Millennials who favour broad
inclusivity—signaling various possible trajectories for the future ‘afterlife’ of these important LGBTQ+ urban spaces. The complicating
impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic provides a point of comparison for lessons learned from gay neighborhoods and the LGBTQ+
community that bravely endured the onset of the HIV/AIDS pandemic. This book will be of interest to students and scholars in various
disciplines—including sociology, social work, anthropology, gender and sexuality, LGTBQ+ and queer studies, as well as urban
geography, architecture, and city planning—and to policymakers and advocates concerned with LGBTQ+ rights and social justice.

CULTURE AND COMFORT
PARLOR MAKING AND MIDDLE-CLASS IDENTITY, 1850-1930
Smithsonian Institution In Culture and Comfort Katherine C. Grier shows how the design and furnishings of the mid-nineteenth
century parlor reﬂected the self-image of the Victorian middle class. Parlors provided public facades for formal occasions and
represented an attempt to resolve the often opposing ideals of gentility and sincerity to which American culture aspired. The book
traces the fortunes of the parlor and its upholstery from its early incarnations in “palace” hotels, railroad cars, steamships, and
photographers' studios; through its mid-century heyday, when even remote frontier homes could boast “suites” of red plush sofas and
chairs; to its slow, uneven metamorphosis into the more versatile living room. The author argues that even as the home increasingly
was seen as a haven from industralization and commercialization, its ties to industry and commerce—in the form of more aﬀordable,
machine-made furniture and drapery—became stronger. By the 1920s the parlor's decline signaled both a blurring of the Victorian
distinctions between public and private manners and the transfer of middle-class identity from the home to the automobile. Describing
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the deportment a parlor required, the activities it sheltered, and the marketing and manufacturing breakthroughs that made it
available to all, Culture and Comfort reveals the full range of cultural messages conveyed by nineteenth-century parlor materials.

A MORE BEAUTIFUL AND TERRIBLE HISTORY
THE USES AND MISUSES OF CIVIL RIGHTS HISTORY
Beacon Press Praised by The New York Times; O, The Oprah Magazine; Bitch Magazine; Slate; Publishers Weekly; and more, this is “a
bracing corrective to a national mythology” (New York Times) around the civil rights movement. The civil rights movement has
become national legend, lauded by presidents from Reagan to Obama to Trump, as proof of the power of American democracy. This
fable, featuring dreamy heroes and accidental heroines, has shuttered the movement ﬁrmly in the past, whitewashed the forces that
stood in its way, and diminished its scope. And it is used perniciously in our own times to chastise present-day movements and
obscure contemporary injustice. In A More Beautiful and Terrible History award-winning historian Jeanne Theoharis dissects this
national myth-making, teasing apart the accepted stories to show them in a strikingly diﬀerent light. We see Rosa Parks not simply as
a bus lady but a lifelong criminal justice activist and radical; Martin Luther King, Jr. as not only challenging Southern sheriﬀs but
Northern liberals, too; and Coretta Scott King not only as a “helpmate” but a lifelong economic justice and peace activist who pushed
her husband’s activism in these directions. Moving from “the histories we get” to “the histories we need,” Theoharis challenges nine
key aspects of the fable to reveal the diversity of people, especially women and young people, who led the movement; the work and
disruption it took; the role of the media and “polite racism” in maintaining injustice; and the immense barriers and repression activists
faced. Theoharis makes us reckon with the fact that far from being acceptable, passive or uniﬁed, the civil rights movement was
unpopular, disruptive, and courageously persevering. Activists embraced an expansive vision of justice—which a majority of
Americans opposed and which the federal government feared. By showing us the complex reality of the movement, the power of its
organizing, and the beauty and scope of the vision, Theoharis proves that there was nothing natural or inevitable about the progress
that occurred. A More Beautiful and Terrible History will change our historical frame, revealing the richness of our civil rights legacy,
the uncomfortable mirror it holds to the nation, and the crucial work that remains to be done. Winner of the 2018 Brooklyn Public
Library Literary Prize in Nonﬁction
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